PHRF Committee Meeting Minutes April 2013

Larchmont Yacht Club


Guests: Art Rich - Baltic 37 Letting Go, Daria Barry, Max Hutter, Marty Kullman –MC 38 Carbonado, John Schinto – Summit 35 Hurricane

The meeting was called to order at 8:05.

MC 38 from floor – J 15.19, I 52.16, P 54.13, E 16.40, LOA 37.24, LWL 34.6, BM 11.48, DR 9.18, DS 7055, BL 3527, TPS 22.97, Sail Drive, Carbon hull, mast, rudder. By Dunning, 2011, meets YRA cat C. Frac. w/masthead chute. Chesapeake has it -18, Lake Ontario has -12. Rated even last year w/Farr 400 PHRF at Charleston & won. Farr 400 has 8’ sprit. Our Farr 400 is -15. Mark as Sportboat. Base -21/-27/-18/-18.

Summit 35 – from floor, 57/51 -> 60/60/60/60.

X 35 – from floor 60/60 -> 63/63/63/63

Baltic 37 – now 123/117/123/117. Art Rich presented his views of the relative performance of the Baltic 37 vs C&C 38 (Gadzooks), Tacita, Inessa, Hiro Maru on distance races. He also reviewed other boats that are often in his division.

Breezy – Peterson 34 – 5 batteries & solar panels – no adjustment.


Ker 11.3 33/27/39/33 & Ker 11.5 30/24/36/30 tabled for next month.
Nevermore – J 100 – J 11.5, TPS 12.4, SMG 24.10, tacked on centerline. TPS is 107.8% = +6/0. SMG/TPS = 194.3 = -3, so net +3/-3.

Osprey – Alerion 28 with Leisure furl boom. Remove +6 for boom.

J 95 (CB w/ twin rudders version of J 92) J 11.0, l 36.6, ISP 41.62, P 36.6, E 13.0, LOA 31.2, LWL 28.4, BM 10.0, DR 3.3/5.5, DS 6,000, BL 2,250, sail drive, 2011 by J boats, Frac. CB, Meets Cat C. TPS 15.34 fixed sprit. Std. w/Carbon mast. Base 117/111.

Irwin Citation 39 letter from owner Bruce Walter. No Change. 135/129.

Bob & June Kendrick are to identify those few older boats that have > 9 sec deltas that have raced. They are to be emailed to the committee for review.

Sprit boats are to be adjusted per spreadsheet. Retro-fitted sprits are to be adjusted per table (as noted in spreadsheet). Remove distance deltas for “old” boats, once those identified above have been reviewed.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:31 PM.

Respectfully submitted,

June Kendrick